WASHINGTON (AP) - Charging into the frenzied national debate over immigration, New York Gov. Eliot Spitzer had insisted that giving driver's licenses to illegal immigrants would make life safer for all. He found precious little safety in immigration politics. He was whipsawed by both sides, and his initiative became rhetorical ammunition for the presidential campaign. Under siege, Spitzer sought to salvage his plan by trying to please everyone. He pleased no one and on Wednesday the rookie governor with a hard-charging style conceded the brutally obvious: He had lost, badly. "Leadership is not solely about doing what one thinks is right. Leadership is also about listening to the public," Spitzer said after meeting with many of his political allies in Congress who had urged retreat.

The debate over immigration, Spitzer said, "has become so toxic that anytime a practical proposal is put forward, it is shot down before it can even be weighed on its merits. The consequence of this fear-mongering is paralysis." Others say Spitzer did it to himself by stubbornly pushing so hard on a no-win issue.

"He volunteered for this, it was a self-inflicted wound," said Maurice Carroll, director of the Quinnipiac University Polling Institute. The damage wasn't limited to Spitzer, though. Democratic presidential front-runner Hillary Rodham Clinton has been harshly criticized by campaign rivals who say she has been too noncommittal on this subject. The issue produced one of the most tense moments of the primary campaign so far, as Clinton stumbled in a debate, saying the Spitzer proposal "makes a lot of sense," yet "I did not say that it should be done." After Spitzer conceded defeat, Clinton announced she opposed giving licenses to undocumented aliens. "I support Governor Spitzer's decision today to withdraw his proposal," Clinton said in a statement. "As president, I will not support driver's licenses for undocumented people and will press for comprehensive immigration reform that deals with all of the issues around illegal immigration including border security and fixing our broken system."

Lost in the posturing is the fact that eight other states - Hawaii, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and Washington - currently do not require drivers to prove legal status in order to obtain a license. But in Spitzer's case, many Democrats privately grumbled that they were given no advance notice of the plan before it was announced in late September, allowing little chance to build support or answer tough questions from opponents who claimed it would be a boon to both terrorists and gun-loving criminals. Even in defeat, Spitzer insisted his plan would be a sensible solution to the roughly one million undocumented aliens in New York State. Yet as the opposition mounted in late October, the governor struck a deal with the Department of Homeland Security. The new approach would have created three kinds of licenses: one as secure as a passport for crossing the Canadian border, another that would have met federal standards created to make it more difficult for would-be terrorists to get identification, and a third for purposes of driving, available to illegal immigrants and others.
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It was, in a sense, everything to everyone. Security advocates got their fancy new microchip licenses, immigrant advocates got at least some of what they had originally expected. Both sides, however, disagree so vehemently about who should and should not have government identification in the United States, that the deal only further isolated Spitzer, leaving him in a political no man's land.

The pressure increased in recent days with new poll numbers showing 70 percent of New Yorkers opposed the plan, and more and more Democrats publicly broke ranks. Standing outside Congress - where so many immigration bills have failed - Spitzer on Wednesday announced his abandonment of the license policy. In defeat, his supporters talked about leadership and political courage. But many of those same lawmakers have tried and failed to get federal immigration reform. “This is an issue that's vexed Washington for a while. Now it’s spread its plague to Albany and I think the governor learned the lesson that immigration has become the new third rail of politics,” said Rep. Anthony Weiner, a New York City Democrat. Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff said in a phone interview Wednesday that such issues will ultimately have to be solved with federal, not state policies, noting:
TOWN HALL MEETING  
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.  
10TH NOVEMBER 2007

On November 10, 2007, members of several NSM units converged on Milwaukee, Wisconsin for a town hall meeting. The day began with a welcome from Master Sergeant Johnson at the meet up location. M. Sgt. Johnson briefed us on the purpose of the event and went over the organizational specifics for the day. Proceeding this, the members present caravanned to the event location, the public library in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The NSM South East Wisconsin unit chose the location based on the probable effectiveness of our message on the residents of that area.

Upon arrival, the meeting room was set up within minutes and members were informed that the start of the event was postponed to give the public more time to arrive. While this measure did not have its intended effect, the event went ahead without distraction. Once again, M.Sgt. Johnson introduced himself and announced the entrance of NSM WI into the political arena in Wisconsin. This was followed by several stirring speeches by NSM members and a guest from North East White Pride (NEWP). They spoke on the nature and importance of our Movement and our aims. Further details regarding the speeches have already been sufficiently covered by the WI unit’s reports.

The crowning moment of the afternoon certainly was the surprise headliner, Mr. Ted Junker, veteran of the Third Reich SS, founder of the Hitler memorial and resident of Wisconsin. Mr. Junker spoke about the parallels between the NSDAP’s and the NSM’s path to success. He advised us to be grateful for having enemies as a lack of them would causes laziness and weaken the will to fight. He further illustrated how focusing on the benefits of National Socialist rule, when reaching out to the public will gain us power faster than the detailed focus on differences between races and similar issues which are often considered controversial by the Zionist manipulated public.

To conclude the event, Commander Schoep swore in all present members by leading the oath of honor ceremony. Following the meeting, members were treated to the social side of the event, a gathering at a local park, where the martyrs of November 9, 1923 were honored in a ceremony and our Commander was treated to a surprise celebration of his birthday. The martyrs were honored as the attendees collectively read their names and known details from the dedication page of Mein Kampf. The knowledge of their sacrifice served as a poignant reminder of the critical importance of the task we as a race and movement face.

Pictures exclusive to the NY unit website are available at http://www.nsm88ny.com/gallery/ and event footage and audio will be published at http://www.nsm88radio.com and sold at http://www.nsm88records.com in the near future. Social bonds between units and comrades were strengthened and at least four new members submitted their membership applications the same day. While the response and effect of the event could have been better, the efforts made by the SE WI unit and those in attendance were once again far from futile. Every event strengthens the movement and helps to prevent setbacks. The value of our events remains undisputed.
It’s okay to Hate Whites.

“I do not like the Confederate flag”. Black pundit Shelby Steele informed the readers of the Wall Street Journal in a long commentary on Vermont ex-Gov. Howard Dean's recent remark that he wanted to be “the candidate for guys with confederate flags in their pickup trucks.” “It excludes me, profoundly.” Steele asserts.

It seems to follow that whatever excludes him — hotels and restaurants he can’t afford, your private home, most nations on the face of the earth - he dislikes. But what was important about Steele’s pontificating is not what it said about him or the flag, but what it says about white people. Misinterpreting Dean’s remarks as an effort to use “identity to seek political power in precisely the same way that Rev. Al Sharpton does,” Steele went on to ruminate about why there is no white identity in American politics, even though, as he freely acknowledged, there are certainly non-white identities.

“It is quite acceptable for either party to explicitly go after the black, Hispanic or even the Jewish vote.” Steele wrote. “In fact, both parties gain an indispensable moral authority by doing so. But it is absolutely verboten for either party, or any white candidate, to appeal to whites as a racial identity group. Racial identity is simply forbidden to whites in America and across the entire Western world. Black children today are hammered with the idea of racial identity and pride, yet racial pride in whites constitutes a grave evil. Say, ‘I’m white and I’m proud.’ and you are a Nazi.” Those who have said it know Steele is quite right, and so does Dean, even though that’s not what he said. There is therefore a “double standard on race” in this country — it’s OK for non-whites to have a racial identity, but not OK for whites, let alone to base a political movement on white identity. Moreover, Steele see nothing wrong with the double standard, though he does understand it needs a little justification.

His justification is predictable — whites are just too evil to be trusted with racial identity. “No group in recent history has more aggressively seized power in the name of its racial superiority than Western whites. This race illustrated for all time — through colonialism, slavery, white racism, Nazism — the extraordinary human evil that follows when great power is joined to an atavistic sense of superiority and destiny. That is why today’s whites, the world over, cannot openly have a racial identity.” But in the first place, it is simply a lie — but a whopper of titanic dimensions — that whites have the kind of monopoly on evil Steele attributes to them. Colonialism, slavery and “racism” have been at least as common among non-whites as whites, and indeed until the superior technologies created by whites began yielding global power, whites were mainly on the receiving end of racial aggression — from Asian, Moslems, Mongols and others.

As for “Nazism,” OK, it was a white phenomenon, but the Nazis were pikers compared to what the Japanese, Chinese communists and Cambodians cooked up in the same era or a bit later. Nor would such African apostles of liberty as Idi Amin and Robert Mugabe, among several others, have been far behind if they had the means to do it. Continued on next page.
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On its merits, Steele’s nakedly anti-white claim that whites illustrate for all time an “extraordinary evil” is not only flapdoodle but in fact illustrates his point — white racial identity, let alone pride, is forbidden. Otherwise, a white controlled newspaper like the Journal would never have published his little gob of racial spit at all. But the larger the truth is that no one does forbid whites to have a racial identity — except whites themselves. All the witch hunters in the world could not stop whites from resisting their coming dispossession and the not-unlikely racial tyranny they face from the emerging non-white and anti-white majority if they wanted to do so.

What does it tell us that every other race and ethnic group can and does develop a group consciousness and pursues political power based on it, but whites don’t? And what does the additional fact that whites are becoming a numerical minority in this country suggest is going to happen once they become a minority?

If you think — as Steele seems to — that whites are evil and other races aren’t, then not to worry. If you know that non-whites are at least as capable of “extraordinary human evil” as the whites, then the lack of racial identity among whites as a means of protecting themselves against their racial aggressors just might be a problem — at least for whites.

Radiocarbon dating has confirmed that three wooden spears found in a coal mine in Schöningen, near Hannover, Germany, are the oldest complete hunting weapons ever found. Some 380,000 to 400,000 years old, the six- to 7.5-foot javelins were found in soil whose acids had been neutralized by a high concentration of chalk near the coal pit.

They suggest that early man was able to hunt, and was not just a scavenger. The development of such weapons may have been crucial to the settling of Stone Age northern Europe, whose cold climate and short daylight hours limited hunting.
National socialism Americas last hope and answer to save the nation

The great Southwest BBQ in Phoenix.

While the Town Hall meeting was going on in Milwaukee, the NSM members down in Phoenix were enjoying a BBQ in Papago Park. Speakers from the local unit spoke about topics that affect us, locally and country-wide. They also had the honor of having a Rockwell veteran attending!

Being Veteran’s Day weekend, it was poignant that a young American veteran and his wife were present. It is good to hear that many in the services are becoming racially aware, and our movement is gaining from their professionalism. Good to see that the Arizona units are growing!

THE GIULIANI COVER UP

Some time ago Judith Regan was fired by the Rupert Murdoch media conglomerate for allegedly making “anti-Semitic remarks” about an alleged Jewish conspiracy to “get” her. Now it looks like the plot may be thickening.

The political website The Smoking Gun reports: “Judith Regan, the volcanic publishing industry figure who sought to publish O.J. Simpson’s book “I Did It,” today sued Rupert Murdoch’s media conglomerate for defamation, claiming that she was unjustly tarred as an anti-Semite when fired last year.”

Interesting that in high society and big business, apparently accusations of racism and anti-Semitism are now being used to discredit rivals and competitors and personal enemies, rather like an accusation of witchcraft in the Middle Ages.

The Smoking Gun goes on: “In a blistering $100 million lawsuit filed today in New York State Supreme Court, Regan, 54, accuses several defendants, including Murdoch’s News Corporation and HarperCollins Publishers, of orchestrating a smear campaign that was intended to advance the Murdoch political agenda and protect Rudy Giuliani’s presidential ambitions.” The same article notes “According to Regan, Murdoch employees Kerik and, fearing she had damaging information on Giuliani’s former police commissioner and business partner, knew they would be protecting Giuliani if they could pre-emptively discredit her. The Murdoch firms did this, Regan charges, by claiming she made anti-Semitic statements during a phone conversation with a HarperCollins lawyer. However, the ousted editor alleges, the offensive statements were never made-an assertion she says is backed up by a temporary secretary who listened in on the call in question.”
The Racial Truth Published At Last.

Quietly and without fanfare, an historic media event took place on November 25th, on the Drudge Report website, a site which has developed such a readership and which has followed such a consistent pro-neocon line that in my view it qualifies as “mainstream.” The Drudge report was reviewing Pat Buchanan’s new book Day of Reckoning, leading off with the headline “New Buchanan Book declares End of America… ‘America is coming apart, decomposing, and…the likelihood of her survival as one nation…is improbable — and impossible if America continues on her current course,’ declares Pat Buchanan. ‘For we are on a path to national suicide.’” Of course, if Buchanan really feels that way, it’s a shame that he deliberately chose some unknown black woman as his running mate in his 2000 campaign. This move was nothing more than choosing a “quota-hire” and a needless move toward diversity which alienated millions of pro-White Americans, who might have rallied behind Pat.

The Drudge report lays it on fairly thick: “This time, Buchanan goes all the way: ‘America is in an existential crisis from which the nation may not survive. The U.S. Army is breaking and is too small to meet America’s global commitments. The dollar has sunk to historic lows and is being abandoned by foreign governments. U.S. manufacturing is being hollowed out.’” All of which, of course, is perfectly true. Then comes some fairly strong words on immigration, but no stronger than we’ve heard from Buchanan and traditional conservative sources before. The Drudge Report article continues “The greatest invasion in history, from the Third World, is swamping the ethno-cultural core of the country, leading to Balkanization and the loss of the Southwest to Mexico. The culture is collapsing and the nation is being deconstructed along the lines of race and class. A fiscal crisis looms as the unfunded mandates of Social Security and Medicare remain unaddressed. All these crises are hitting America at once — a perfect storm of crises. Specifically, Buchanan contends:

* Pax Americana, the era of U.S. global dominance, is over. A struggle for global hegemony has begun among the United States, China, a resurgent Russia and radical Islam

* Bush’s invasion of Iraq was a product of hubris and of ideology, a secular religion of “democratism,” to which Bush was converted in the days following 9/11

* Torn asunder by a culture war, America has now begun to break down along class, ethnic and racial lines.

* The greatest threat to U.S. sovereignty and independence is the scheme of a global elite to erase America’s borders and merge the USA, Mexico and Canada into a North American Union.

* Free trade is shipping jobs, factories and technology to China and plunging America into permanent dependency and unpayable debt. One of every six U.S. manufacturing jobs vanished under Bush

* “Sovereign Wealth Funds,” controlled by foreign regimes and stuffed with trillions of dollars from U.S. trade deficits, are buying up strategic corporate assets vital to America’s security

* As U.S. wages are stagnant, corporate CEOs are raking in rising pay and benefits 400 to 500 times that of their workers

* The Third World invasion through Mexico is a graver threat to our survival as one nation than anything happening in Afghanistan or Iraq

European-Americans, 89% of the nation when JFK took the oath, are now 66% and sinking. Before 2050, America is a Third World nation…” Continued on next page.
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Whoa, whoa, WHOA THERE! WHAT did I just hear?

A major news source, the Drudge Report website, is actually using the term “European-Americans?”

For the first time in my knowledge in the history of the mainstream media, (which I repeat, I now consider the Drudge Report to be) white people are being recognized as a separate American ethnicity? Not just as Irish-Americans or WASPs or Christian evangelicals or Joe Six-Pack or people from Heartland America and Flyover country, or any of the usual circumlocutions and code words? We are now recognized as A) White and B) under demographic threat to our very existence!!!

I am not sure many of you will recognize what a significant development this is. For the first time, again to my knowledge, the actual, central racial and demographic issue in North America –the threatened disappearance and extinction of the White race (henceforth capitalized here now that Matt Drudge has so graciously acknowledged our existence) has been openly admitted and discussed, even if it’s only in a book review. Confucius was once asked by a pupil, “Master, if you could do one thing to make all right with the world, what would it be?” The sage answered, “I would have all things to be called by their right names.” The Problem has now been called by its right name, for the first time. This may be the beginning, at long last, of a serious acknowledgment of the true racial nature of America’s problems. Where it will lead no one can tell, but at least now the Truth has been let slip. For a tyranny, the truth is like a genie locked up in Pandora’s Box. And once Pandora’s Box has been opened, the genie of truth can never be imprisoned again.

Draft or No Draft

It has never been entirely clear just how Bush and his little neocon friends intend to occupy Iraq and Afghanistan forever, not to mention fight the looming war on Iran with a dwindling number of ground troops. And don’t forget the hundreds of military bases overseas in non-combat zones. Even after the infamous “back door draft” where thousands of Army Reserve and National Guard troops were dragged off to Iraq, the army was still coming up short. The next step was lowering recruiting standards to the point where any criminal, drug addict, “mentally challenged” drooler and garden variety psychopath can get in. The only way the Army can meet its manpower quotas these days is by cooking the books, pretending that their recruitment goals were as low as the tiny number of new volunteers showing up.

We are losing troops at an alarming rate. The number of US Soldiers dead is 3,876. The number of soldiers with serious brain injuries is estimated at 20,000. The number of soldiers with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) could be as high as 20 percent for troops who come under attack five or more times. Then there’s another 10 to 20 thousand with one or more limbs blown off or severe internal injuries. Very few soldiers want to reenlist for the Iraq meatgrinder and our military has to replace the soldiers who won’t reenlist as well as the ones killed, too severely injured and the PTSD cases. We can’t keep up all these military deployments without a draft, and a few politicians are honest enough to say so. One recent news article reports “Sen. Chuck Hagel, speaking to an audience of Lincoln High School students, warned Tuesday that the nation may need to turn to compulsory military service ‘or some kind of draft’ to support the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.” I thought the draft WAS compulsory military service, but perhaps Senator Hagel’s understanding of the English language is more nuanced than mine.

The Article also notes “Questioned after his speech, Hagel, R-Neb., said he is not calling for reinstatement of the military draft. But he said the growing
difficulty of maintaining an adequate volunteer military force is a reality. ‘I’m just stating the obvious. At some point we’re going to have to make a decision on how to attract a quality force,’ he said.” Presumably by that Hagel means a force not comprised of the scum of the earth, which the Army seems to be going after at present. The same article continues “Hagel, a Vietnam veteran and Purple Heart recipient, spoke to more than 120 government and history students as part of a project to have veterans speak to students about their experiences. The U.S. military draft ended in 1973, part of the bitter reaction to the Vietnam War. Hagel told the Lincoln students that the burdens of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars are being carried by too small a share of the nation’s population. ‘We have more than 300 million people in this country, but less than 1 percent of our population has to bear all of the burden, to make all of the sacrifices, to do all the fighting and all the dying for the rest of us,’ he said.”

After the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor, Americans were lining up to volunteer. The 911 attack however has always had a peculiar strangeness to it. Many Americans are suspicious that our own government had a role in allowing that attack to happen. Obviously, that half of Americans isn’t going to want to volunteer. We invaded Afghanistan, took it over and Osama bin Laden wasn’t there. (This is just the sort of incompetence people expect from the Bush administration.) So you could join the military to fight al Qaeda in a country, where he clearly isn’t, and risk being killed much like Pat Tillman, who was the highest profile volunteer for the war on terror. Gee, I wonder why people don’t want to enlist.

Look, the draft is coming back, and I think everyone with at least two brain cells to rub together knows it. The neocons and Hillary when she comes in simply can’t run a huge empire with only a few hundred thousand troops. The attack on Iran will either be immediately preceded by, or immediately followed by, some kind of massive terror attack.” The whole country will snap to attention and stop asking questions, and that’s when Bush or Hillary and their little neocon friends will slip the draft revival.

The NSM Outreach Project is a non-profit program of the National Socialist Movement. The NSM Women’s Division, dispense all provided materials, donations and contribution to approved families and children. We are dedicated to these assistive measures, to promote a better livelihood for our people. All contributions and donations are appreciated.

We are only limited to the charity of our contributors. Help us help our less fortunate volk. Please make a donation to NSM Outreach or nomination for services today.

Give to a good cause today and support our Family

Donate Today